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Abstract
The use of plant designs in artistic works of different nations since a long time ago indicates a close relationship
between religion, culture, traditions and rituals in any nation with nature. These designs were usually depicted
with a symbolic approach and ritual attitude. In ancient Iran, using plant designs has found a mythical aspect or
has been used with a symbolic-decorative approach in different works.
With the arrival of Islam to Iran, this attitude has gradually changed and using plant designs was not done only to
express symbols, myth-making or shows its holiness but also it found a scientific and typology aspect in the
remaining works of the 3rd to 8rh centuries AH. Now, a question arises that were the plant designs depicted in
painting of the above periods merely with the aim of expressing the symbolic or decorative aspect or were the
other aspects considered? This paper was aimed to answer the above question and confirm the hypothesis that
the designs of nature in painting of the 3rd to 8th centuries AH were done due to the sanction of portrait painting
at the beginning of Islam with a focus on the introduction of the performance of useful plants. The tangible
representation of them and decoration of literary texts and the expression of the symbolic aspect of plant were
not considered. In this regard, it was attempted to refer to little documents in library to describe and analyze the
plant designs in painting (the beginning of Islam to the early 8th century AH).
Keywords: painting, plant designs, functional Plants, the beginning of Islam to the 8th century AH
1. Introduction
Plants have attracted the attention of human beings since a long time ago as one of the important elements of
nature and have been depicted in different ways on daily and functional objects. The use of plant designs can be
observed as symbolic to decorative patterns in the artistic works of all nations. With the development of nations,
the prosperity of human thoughts and the emergence of religions, the attitude of plants’ holiness and their
depicted patterns gradually changed. One of the main reasons of change in attitude is the use of natural elements
like plant in the creation of different patterns, the emergence and acceptance of religion and rules of portrait
painting inhibition at the beginning of Islam. The cultural-business expansion and transactions and using
different sciences required the necessity of writing and recording them. Civilized and knowledgeable human
decided to depict and illustrate the texts and also write in order to transfer his knowledge to the next generations
and also better understand the subject.
According to many studies on different aspects of plant designs in painting, it seems that the other aspects of
plant designs in illustrated books-that are considered as the important scientific documents-have been less
fortunate. In this regard, the study of the origin and functions of plant types alongside the resources related to
painting were considered necessary and the images of the early periods of the emergence of Islam, Abbasid
School, and Seljuk period were selected as case studies. The obtained results confirmed the hypothesis and
achieved an appropriate answer. It seems that the plant designs used in the remaining documents from the
beginning of Islam to the 8th century AH were performed mostly with the aim of expressing the performance of
plants’ functional features and creating decorative coverage in literary texts and the expression of the symbolic
aspect of plants was not considered so much.
In order to exploit and use the results of similar studies, some versions like the study of plant designs in Islamic
arts: Hadi Arefi the visual feature of trees in Persian painting, Maryam Najafi and the study of symbolic elements
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in Persian painting: Hussein Kafashchian Moghadam and … were studied.
This study first examined the beliefs and attitudes of painter and then introduced the images related to the subject
under discussion in order to confirm the hypothesis.
2. Plant Designs in Line with the Beliefs of Muslim Artists
As we know, with the establishment of Islamic governments in different occupied areas, the cultural status and
its effect on arts changed. The emergence and expansion of Islam in the east, created a culture and civilization
that led human from Secularism to ideationalism by increasing the national abilities of these areas. The concept
and meaning that Islam gave to these nations created specific artistic features that are unique and can be studied.
Islamic art was created in line with the intertwined Islamic beliefs and ideas with national traditions and rituals
of these nations and tribes. Thus, on the one hand the infrastructure of Islamic art was founded on the basis of the
religious worldview of Islamic beliefs and on the other hand was created on the basis of national and ancient
traditions, civilizations and cultures and taste and tendencies of nations that caused a variety of Islamic art in
different areas. (Ghazvini, 2003, p. 62)
It should be said that no image can certainly express unity that is the basis of Islamic Muslim painter with his
deep thoughts tried to display special images to express divinity and unity of God without depicting God or His
prophet directly. Muslim artist has always attempted to use the natural elements to depict a beautiful face of
spirituality, monotheism and all things related to the ability of God. In the mind of Muslim artist, the beauty of
everything is in the expression of God’s attributes, as the prophet of Islam said: the perfection or beauty of
everything is in the praise of God. (Burckhardt, 1970, p. 19) According to this belief, Muslim artist accepted new
beliefs about unity and then found out that his art should make the world bright and smooth and help the soul to
disconnect from the disorderliness and distress about itself and move toward unlimited unity. Thus, one of the
most important tasks of Islamic art is to serve Islamic religion and beliefs. In this regard, the artist should have a
creative and active mind to leave the tangible world and real nature and achieve a mystical intuition with a deep
look and attitude. (Ghazvini, 2003, p. 62)
The law of sanction in the early Islamic period caused the recession of painting to some extent in Islamic
countries and often was revealed in the form of geometric shapes and Arabesque and Khataei patterns in
religious centers. However, despite the severe religious inhibition, Iranians and even the artists of Umayyad and
Abbasid dynasties never left the art of painting. (Vaziri, 2004, p. 185)
It seems that among the created artistic branches, the law of sanction created a limitation at least from the 3rd to
5th centuries AH, but the Muslim artist especially Persian painters created innovative ways to continue their
works. In this regard, a special aesthetics, that was the result of Interference between past traditions and new
Islamic attitudes, was established in traditional painting. (Pakbaz, 2004, p. 54)
It should not be forgotten that in the holy Quran there is not a verse that implicitly or explicitly inhibited the art
of illustration, but there are some reasons for the sentence of sanction. For example, the prophet has narrated that:
if someone depicts the picture of living creatures, he will go to the hell unless he could make the picture alive.
However, according to some believers, such narrations read interpretations by qualified priests. (Akbari &
Kashani, 2008, p. 41)
The necessity to use visual elements according to this view and created events like the sanction of portrait
painting made the objective phenomena in nature especially plant elements to be used more than ever and with a
different attitude in the creation of different works such as painting.
It should be said that abstracting has been a kind of basic and fundamental tendency in Persian art that was not
canceled even at the time of Roman and Greek traditions. In fact, the Persian painted tried to show his mental
expressions before achieving and Islamic attitude and the mere imitation of the real world and its appearances
were considered as target in his mind. Although with the arrival of Islam many attitudes and executive methods
changed but enjoying the objective aspects of a natural element like plant and transformations of form remained
in the base of an image or any artistic work. Following this fact, using plant designs was doubled due to specific
visual and semantic abilities but the increasing trend of using this natural element especially in executive method
continued for centuries so that the peak of its evolution can be seen specifically after the 7th century. (Pakbaz,
2004, p. 54)
3. Painting in the Early Centuries to the 4th Century AH
From the emergence of Islam and The Rashidun Caliphs (11-41 AH) no painting or painting work was observed
that was probably due to the inhibition of portrait painting in Islam. But with the arrival of Umayyad dynasty
(41-132 AH) and the construction of palaces, the art of painting was used to decorate buildings according to the
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past traditiions. The firstt resources of Islamic illustrration were moosaic panels w
with the themee of plants, flo
owers
and bushess in the Dome of the Rock inn Jerusalem annd The Umayyyad Mosque inn Damascus annd wall paintings of
Umayyad palaces in Syrria and modernn Jordan with plant decoratioons- while paiinting on papeer was not obse
erved
in the Um
mayyad era. With
W the emerggence of Abbaasid dynasty inn 132 AH thaat continued uuntil 656 AH using
u
decorativee paintings in thhe palaces of tthis era was likke before withh the differencee that painting was done in books
b
in additionn to wall imagees.
One of thee works in Sam
maria is a dam
maged picture on the wall oof Josaq Al Khhaqani palace in which a hu
uman
carries an animal. Naturralism in anim
mal motifs is obbserved well. The illustratioon of the detaills of animals’ head
and feet sshows the skilll and proficieency of the aartist in simulaation while thhe human form
m was depicte
ed as
unrealisticc that is perhapps due to the llaws about thee sanction of pportrait paintinng. The depictiion of plant grrowth
next to thee body-that is probably relaated to the bioological place of human andd animal- and the flowers on
n the
clothes, altthough seem hastily
h
and prim
mary in terms of implementtation but is cloose to the natuure and was merely
m
used with the aim of deccoration. (Pictuure 1)

Khaqani palacee in Samaria thhe first quarter of the 3rd cenntury AH (Pakb
baz,
Figure 1. Wall paintingg of Josaq Al K
20001, p. 50)
t the
Accordingg to some expeerts, although iin such examples there are siimilarities on cclothes, faces and facilities to
Middle Assia; it should be considered thhat the school of Middle Asiia has been higghly influenced by Sasanian for a
long time.. In the 3rd annd 4th centuriees AH the arttistic languagee dominated T
Transoxiana w
was affected by
y the
primary G
Greek-Persian style. But graadually, not oonly local conncepts found ppriority on the Persian-mytthical
concepts bbut also westerrn attitudes andd tendencies bbecame more oobvious in artisstic style. It shhould be consid
dered
that the Chhristians illustrrated angels annd Saints and tthe Manichaeaan also illustraated their holy book that prob
bably
inspired M
Muslim artists in
i the art of paainting and illuustration of boooks. (Pabaz, 20001, pp. 37-49)
Following the teachinggs of Mani, ppainting was considered ass a tool of teeaching and aadvertising forr the
Manichaeaan. The pictures available inn the paintingss of the Manicchaean were m
mostly due donne with the he
elp of
contract m
motifs as symbbolic, soft lines, abstract forrms and brightt colors. Seleccted Manichaean characters were
often depiicted a sittingg on lotus flow
wer. In generaal it can be ssaid that plantt designs were one of the most
important elements that were used in ttheir paintings.. The traditionn of Manichaeaan’s book remaained in the Middle
Asia for a while and thenn was developed by the Seljuuks throughouut Iran. (Ibid 466)
One of thee illustrated woorks of Manichhaean in whichh plant deigns were used is ppicture 2. In coonfiguration of this
picture, thhe element of plant has the highest domiination. If we accept that thhe above workk is in the vertical
triangular frame, there are
a some texts in middle Perrsian script, that were written from right too left , on the right
and there is a plant deppicted in a sem
mi-realistic waay on the left tthere are somee players at thhe top horizon
ntally.
Plant desiggns on the clotthes of playerss are similar to the decorationns of the carpeet they are sitting on. The clo
othes,
faces and hairstyle are similar
s
to the people of the Middle Asia. The interestinng point abouut the decoratio
on of
clothes and carpets is thhat the plant designs of carppet are as abstrract flowers inn the rectangullar frame while the
decorationns of clothes were
w
formed prroportional to the size of boddy that are moore obvious in the feet and hands
h
of the righht player. Anoother point aboout the two pllayers is their left feet outside of the carppet’s margin th
hat is
perhaps inn order to show
w the type of thheir sitting whhile playing theeir instrumentss. The person on the left tha
at is a
little below
w the two plaayers is not m
much obvious due to the daamaged part oof the picture.. It seems tha
at the
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difference is between thee decorations oof clothes and the way of sittting but this difference is peerhaps related to
t his
social statuus than the othher two playerrs. The most im
mportant decoorative elementt in this paintiing is the two plant
stems that are seen as suuspended in thee air. Leaves, ffive-leaf floweer and buds weere depicted reealistically witth the
help of diffferent lines while
w
an abstracct flower has ggrown among the leaves. Hoowever, the moore important thing
is the obvvious feature of
o painting by the Manichaeean i.e. the preesence of decoorative plant eelement next to the
human forrms that becam
me an importannt base for illusstration in the nnext periods.

Figure 2.. An image of Mani’s book, players with pplant decorationns, Turpan, 2nnd or 3rh centuuries AH (Pakb
baz,
20001, p. 47)
It should bbe said that theere is a little aawareness andd source from P
Persian paintinng in the first four centuries AH.
Perhaps inn this period, Sassanid andd Middle Asiia illustration has had funddamental effeccts on the Pe
ersian
paintings oof the first cennturies. Most available workks related to tthese periods iinclude little w
wall paintings.. The
books relaated to paintingg include “Al-- Tanbih” by M
Masoudi (302 AH) and Pancchatantra. Withh the advent of
o the
Saffarids, Samanids and painting had a good fortunaate among the ddevelopment oof arts. (Akbarii, 2009, pp. 48
8-50)
Plant desiggns in paintingg (4th to 8th cennturies AH)
The reign of Mahmoud Ghaznavi
G
(3899-421 AH) coinncided with thhe prosperity of poetry in thee style of Khorasani
g and
and preparration of Ferdoowsi’s Shahnaama. The Ghazznavids like thhe Samanids shhowed an interrest in painting
probably uused artists froom the middlee Asia to decoorate their pallaces where thhe empty spacces of figures were
filled withh flower and fruit
f
in most oof the times. A
After the dom
mination of thee Seljuks in Irran, the performed
contracts iin portrait painnting that weree done with M
Mongolian moddel entered froom the east to the western areas.
a
(Ibid)
It seems thhat not only thhere were no ppictures contaiining the symbbolic use of pllant designs inn this time butt also
they were used as decoraation in order tto fill the backkground.
o
As was meentioned abouut the effect of the Manichaeean art, the impportance of paaintings remainned from the oldest
Persian illustrated bookss is because thhey help to finnd the primaryy roots of painnting in Iran thhat its continuiity in
the paintinng of the Seljukk period is obvvious. The Selljuk era (428-5552 AH) is onee of the most iimportant histo
orical
periods off Persian art and literature. In this peeriod, Khamsee, by Nizami,, was writtenn and architec
cture,
metalworkking and Potterry reached to tthe peak of proosperity. Althoough, differentt types of usuaal art were prob
bably
common dduring the Seljuuk period, onlyy a few wall ppaintings and a few numbers of illustrated versions have been
left from tthat period. Thhis is while thee characteristiccs of visual artt in Seljuk eraa can be found from the pain
ntings
on crockerry and especiaally the contaiiners called M
Minai. The veryy important sccript version oof the Seljuk is
i the
illustrated book of Varqqa u Gulshāh inn the early 7thh century AH tthat was probaably written inn Azarbaijan in the
early 7th ceentury AH. Itss images are veery simple andd derived from
m Manichaeism
m. These paintiings are consid
dered
as one of the best exam
mples of visuaal art in these periods. The simple parts of the text were decorated with
flowers, biirds and a variety of decoratiive ivies. (Pakbbaz, 2009, pp. 55-56)
In some piictures like piccture 3, plant eelements play a major role inn the picture. Inn fact, they aree like a view which
w
transfer haappiness to the total atmospphere. Configuuration in this primary imagge is simple aand movementts are
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very few bbut meaningfuul. Two loverss have embracced each otheer beside a treee above whicch a bird is flying.
Cypress ass a symbol off spring, freshnness and perm
manent love is pplaced at the ccenter of the fframe between
n two
columns oof verses that shows the main theme of thhe story. Two bushes that loook like Arabeesque branche
es are
placed diff
fferently on booth sides of thee frame that pplay a symboliic role in addittion to decoraation and filling the
backgrounnd. There is a boudoir in thee corner of a ggarden which participates inn the love of thhe two lovers.. The
two birds oon the left corn
rner of the fram
me symbolicallly show the prresence of loveer and belovedd among the bu
ushes
are consisttent with the rotating
r
movem
ment of roosteer’s tail and plaant stems. Proobably, the presence of them next
to each othher, the flight of
o birds and Arrabesque stem
ms are the symbbols of rebirth aand eternity off their love.
Among thhe plants in thee picture, Cyppress is placedd on the grounnd with a staticc body and itss connection to the
ground is sshown with thhe grass below the picture. It seems that thee painter attem
mpts to show a ground or spa
ace to
approach tthe picture to the nature in the story but the two twisteed plants (iviees)around the ttwo lovers imp
ply a
romantic aatmosphere in an unreal situuation as if thheir dream hass come true. Itt should be knnown that all these
motifs to ttext royalty weere created wiith the aim of the visual dem
monstration off the story’s thheme in a not much
m
skilled waay whether in configuration
c
oor implementattion and the inntroduction of the symbolic aaspect of the plants
p
was not coonsidered highly.

Figure 3.Varqqa u Gulshāh, aabout 596 AH (Akashe, 2001, p. 65)
As was mentioned, illusstration was doone rarely at thhe beginning oof Islam. Baghhdad was a scientific and arrtistic
tury AH to thee formation of The Ilkhanatee reign in the ssecond half of the 7th century
y AH
center sincce the 2nd centu
and severaal books were written in thiis period. Trannslation of diffferent scientiffic texts especiially medicine
e was
done from
m Greek to Arrabic by transllators but it iss certain that a few numberr of illustratedd books in Abb
basid
school or Baghdad schoool mostly inclluded medicall dissertations or benefits off plants, the appplication of useful
u
varieties oof plants or thhe introductionn and study oof animals or tthe report of travel stories by special pe
eople.
Among diifferent scientiific subjects, tthe illustrationn of botanical and medicinaal texts was m
more fortunate
e and
welcomedd (Akbari, 20088, pp. 42-46) tthat were probbably done duee to the inhibittion rules and laws of illustrration
or the easiness of plants illustration.
For exampple, the images of the book Galen’s mediical book that is considered as the best inndicator of painting
style in m
middle centuriees and the Selljuk period. T
The current picctures are relaated to the conntexts of the book
al-Diryaq (version 1199 AH) that dealt with the preeparation of Anntidote potionns and amulets and charms and
a is
very important in terms of scientific piictures and hisstoriography. P
Pictures includde 12 images abbout snakes an
nd 13
scenes aboout the benefits of plants whhich include Grreek exampless. The scenes rrelated to the pprocess of the story
were illusttrated successiively in the imaages of this boook. (Akashe, 22001, pp. 310--312)
Another exxample is the pictures relateed to the bookk al-adwiya al--mufrada by D
Dioscorides. Inn these imagess, the
illustrationn of plants o show
s
a speciaal symbol was not considereed but also theey express thee useful benefiits of
plants thatt play an impoortant role in human life. F
For example, thhe pictures related to the abbove documen
nts in
pictures, 44,5 and 6. In piicture 4 of thee book al-Diryaaq, the story oof a man who w
was saved from
m the bite of snake
s
was illustrrated. So that tw
wo snakes enttered a vase thaat was filled w
with the extractt of a medical pplant and then
n died
after drinkking the waterr inside the vaase, While thee sick man beccame well afteer drinking a llittle of that water.
w
Configurattion in that piicture is like tthe similar examples of theese periods witthout considerring the performed
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view and scenes and onnly dealt with the subject. T
The fish in the river moved ddue to the wavvy and intertw
wined
lines. Plannts also introdduced the typee of their effiiciency and w
were used to ffill the middlee surfaces of other
elements like humans annd animals. Thhe interesting ppoint in this piicture is how thhe horses enteer and birds exit the
frame. Thee snakes that are
a at the top of the vase, annother snake tthat frightenedd the horse on the left and du
uck’s
wing, the Scale of the fish and the pplacement of the stand of tthe vase that is in front off the tree show
w the
awareness of painter to volume and iit was not obsserved in dem
monstration of human elemeents and decorrative
plants on tthe man’s clothhes. The junctiion point of thhe stand of the vase and the pplant behind itt and the placement
of both at the center of the
t picture expplain the main subject and thhe other elemennts play a subssidiary role. Pllant’s
branches tthat were depiccted without anny connection to the groundd among the em
mpty spaces off other elementts are
totally for the decorationn and coveragee of the backgrround. It shoulld be added that although thee scene of a ga
arden
can be seeen in this picturre, this subjectt shows the plaace of the plannt’s growth andd its need to w
water not displa
aying
a enliveninng space and a special symbool of a non-terrrestrial space.

Figure 4. F
Freedom of a man
m from the bbite of snake, al-Diryaq, the end of the 6thh century AH. N
National librarry of
France (Akkashe 1380, p. 150)
Picture 5 shows anotherr example of this book thatt includes 5 pllant examples and 5 non-pllant examples. The
illustrator in this image introduces thee appearance oof specific plaants that respectively from rright to left inc
clude
Roasted allum and Balsaam plant and shhows a man oppening the stem
m of a tree and collecting its extract in a bowl.
b
Then, Genntianaceae andd Nardin plant that is an efficcient and arom
matic are placeed and then Hiindi Teak is se
een at
the middlee part below thhe picture as deecorative and uunreal. Finallyy, black pepperr is placed at thhe end of the frame.
f
Among eaach row of theese frames, plaant elements w
were used as abbstract only foor decoration. The appearance of
plants in eeach frame was illustrated ass primary onlyy to introduce some parts of a plant like leeaf, stem, body
y and
root.

Figgure 5. Displayy of plant tablee, al-Diryaq , tthe end of the 6th century AH
H (Akashe, 20001, p. 204)
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In anotherr example thatt is related to tthe book al-addwiya al-mufraada by Dioscoorides its illusttration include
es the
introductioon of features in plants and the way to preepare drugs, surgeons at thee time of workking and a scen
ne of
unreal treees. (Vaziri, 20004, p. 188)
It should bbe said that Dioscorides studdied the medical and drug addvantages of pllants for 40 yeears and then found
f
the effectss and advantagges of seeds, shhell, and kerneels of plants. Inn the Arabic vversion of this book, two pic
ctures
should be considered that
t
illustratedd some parts of the book about the advvantages of m
medical drugs. The
introductioon of vine andd lentil plants thhat is shown inn picture 6 is tthat: vine plannt was depictedd with a natura
alistic
and skilledd style, so thatt it shows all pparts of the plaant from brancch to leaf as reeal and all the plant was dep
picted
as float inn the space. Thhe present studdy is totally coonsistent withh the example in the original version while the
depiction oof lentil plant on the left off the picture iss totally differeent from the ppicture of vine plant on the right.
r
There are no details of leaves’ Nervurre and verisim
militude of the plant in the ddepiction of leentil plant, as if
i the
painter coppied it from a stereotype. Allso, the displayy of the appearrance of the pllant as real waas neglected so
o that
the lentil plant was draawn horizontallly on the papper, namely oppposite of thee direction of the plants’ na
atural
growth.

Figure 6. IIntroduction off vine plant (right) and lentil plant (left), all-adwiya al-muufrada , Attribuuted to Diosco
orides
(Akashhe, 2001, p. 251)
without flowerr and fruit, its leaves were grown
Picture 7 iintroduced Ferrn plant that iss described as: full of root, w
This plant hass a disgusting smell
from a sinngle branch andd stem and theen were spreadd on the surfacce of the soil. T
s
and astringgent taste and grows
g
on deseert highland areeas.
It seems that the Muslim painters who illustraated such a vversion paid attention to simplification and
transformaation more thaan illustration and this is perhaps due to their high atttention to illuustrating plantss and
especially transforming them
t
in compaarison to humaan pictures.

Figure 7. Intrroduction of Feern plant, al-addwiya al-mufraada, Attributedd to Dioscoridees (Ibid)
It should bbe said that thee pictures in thhis version werre illustrated ddue to the scienntific and educcational importtance
to progresss natural sciennces. But in m
most cases, theese pictures w
were illustratedd in a primary and different style
compared to original exxamples. So thhat it did not ccreate a speciffic method in ppainting, thus it is clear that this
method coould not continnue, while Islaam emphasizedd the knowledgge and awarenness of people in scientific fiields.
Thus, accoording to Ettinnghausen, onee of the featurres of script books in the m
middle ages waas the existenc
ce of
different ssources that were used both in the east annd the west. A
Also, writing bbooks and textts derived from
m the
89
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most famoous references such as historrical or naturall sciences boooks were full oof reports and ppoints that difffered
in the desccription of an event and thee author did noot provide his//her opinions oon the superioority of an eve
ent or
another onne to the readeer. (Akashe, 20001, p. 251) Thus, it can be said that the ppresence of diffferent people with
different iddeas and natioons, different trranslations andd type of ordeered played a vvery importantt role in the lack of
pictorial (vvisual) cohesioon in this versiion.
The last selected imagee is from the bbook Maqamaat hariri. The ppictures in thiis book have a special attraction
because thhey have comicc, funny and innstructive them
mes. (Kanbay, 2008, p. 115) Among the pictures in this book,
b
there is ann example in which
w
plant elem
ment is shownn in a more cleaar way.
In picture 8, the hero of the study nam
med Abuzid Al Soruji with H
Hares Ibn Hemaam and his frieends are sitting
g in a
Promenadee and singing together. Nexxt to them, onn the right of the picture, thhere is an uglly man who is not
allowed too be with the group,
g
but he ssays beautiful and interestingg words aboutt the interpretaation of lyric words
w
singing byy the group thaat makes them surprised.
The atmossphere in the picture
p
seems uunrealistic, althhough the placcement of hum
man elements aaltogether, the style
of their boody and face and
a linear impllementation off the objects liike containers and instrumennts clearly ind
dicate
the theme but the total atmosphere
a
esppecially the plaant element thhat allocated haalf of the pictuure to itself im
mplies
an unreal eexpression. Thhe plants in thee picture are m
more similar too food plants thhan trees. Thee form of stem, leaf
and bud w
was depicted by
b using the cuurrent form inn the nature buut in an unrealistic way. Onn the left, rightt and
middle theey totally movved toward abbstraction, as iif the Arabesqque stems prim
marily indicatee a promenade
e that
included a group. In adddition, the exisstence of two ddifferent birds on the right aand left sides oof the plant’s stems
s
shows the geographical status. On thee right, there is a Seagull that shows the eexistence of w
water, freshnesss and
purity of tthat place whille there is a biird-probably crrow - on the leeft that describbes the place aand is probably the
symbol off the ugly man.
In general, new leaves, the plant elem
ment in the piccture and the w
wavy state of sstems, new leaaves, its bud and
a 3
abstract fllowers are a symbol
s
of greeen space that encourage soome young peeople to sing. In this image
e, the
depiction oof plants is thee display of ann enlivening sppace in a not-sskilled configuuration with thhe aim of filling the
empty surffaces and doess not discuss a special symboolic aspect.

Hares Ibn Hem
mam and Abuziid Al Soruji inn Promenade M
Maqamat Haririi, 738 AH (Akkashe, 2001, p. 251)
Figure 8. H
4. Conclussion
In generall, it can be saiid that accordiing to the studdy of the menttioned picturess and such exaamples, in ord
der to
confirm thhe hypothesis, using plant eelement in thee images of thhese periods thhe beginning of Islam to th
he 8th
century A
AH was done to
t introduce tthe appearancee, food featurres, decorate eempty surfaces, intervene in
n the
pictorial ddescription of a story and waas not the certaain and clear eexpression of a particular sym
mbol. It should not
be forgotteen that in a few
w cases like piicture 3, the pllant element w
was used with a symbolic exppression in ord
der to
display thee subject of thhe story. It seem
ms that havingg the symbolicc aspect of a pplant, as was ccommon during the
ancient perriod, was veryy little in the im
mages of the beeginning of Isllam and the neext centuries. B
Because the attitude
of Muslim
m artists changed with the em
mergence of Isslam and then their aim of uusing natural eelements espec
cially
plants wass performed too complete thhe artistic workk (painting) aand show the uunity of God not to express the
holiness of a particular plant.
p
It shoulld be considereed that this facct is clearly seeen in most im
mages of the Seljuk
90
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period and Abbasid School. Although we see the use of plant designs in painting of these periods, but this trend
was performed gradually and precisely so that it led to the creation of great works in the next periods.
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